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Inspired by world prehistory?


Journal of World Prehistory has been leading its field for nearly thirty years and arrives in 2008 with classic content plus new features. JWP provides in-depth, substantial, definitive, global coverage in its regional and interregional, period and multi-period, synthetic surveys. These distinctive JWP Treatments, valued by researchers, instructors and students alike, will now be available ahead of the print edition in early on-line format.

In 2008, JWP Treatments will be joined by challenging volume-opener articles in which leading scholars explore key areas of debate. What is the nature of prehistory? How does archaeology’s increasingly transdisciplinary approach affect what we know and how we know it? What is prehistory’s audience? Who guarantees prehistory’s continuation in a global information marketplace? These JWP Position Pieces will be followed by JWP Responses, providing a forum for debate and discussion from the JWP Associate Community.

In addition, some JWP issues will be specials. Guest-edited JWP Special Issues will make available the results of outstanding international conference sessions and thematic networks, presenting views and data with the power to change the way we see prehistory.

Finally, we look different. The JWP Cover Gallery will showcase individual artefacts from world prehistory, changing with each issue, in an open competition with associated book prize.

Submission
Prospective authors of JWP Treatments, JWP Position Pieces, prospective guest editors of JWP Special Issues and JWP Cover Gallery contenders should ideally contact the Editor-in-Chief or Managing Editor in the first instance (by e-mail), or alert us via the editorial board.